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Subject: FedMall V19.4.2 Public Release Notes 
SP4709-17-D-0030/SP4709-18-F-0100 
 

1.0 Release Details 

FedMall Release V19.4.2 will go live September 20, 2019.  These notes provide a description of 
all functional changes and how those changes affect use of FedMall. 

 
1.1 Purpose 

This document captures the functional release notes describing an update to the FedMall system. 
Except where otherwise noted, this document describes the availability of new or updated 
functionality in the Production (“PROD”) environment, i.e. available to the generality of FedMall 
users. 
 

1.2 Release Overview 

System FedMall 

Availability Date September 20, 2019 (projected) 

FedMall Software Version V19.4.2 

 

1.3    Updates to FedMall Commerce (Shoppers and Buyers)  

This software release includes updates to the following capabilities: 

Capability Description Reference ID 
Administration Cookie issue resolved so previous Buy On Behalf Of (BOBO) 

user name is not displayed when new user logs into 
application. 

71766 

Registration The contract number field on the federal contractor 
registration form was modified to allow for alpha numeric 
input. 

71664 

Registration Limited address line fields to 64 characters. 70606 
Order Processing Updated “Re-Order Purchase Guidelines” prompt size 

consistency across browsers.   
73065 

Order Processing Corrected issue causing orders to fail if a null Contracting 
Office ID occurred.  

71667 
71666 

Order Processing 
 

Updated FedMall checkout with the following changes that 
apply when WEBLOTS is down and the DODAAC cannot be 
verified: 
1) Advise users to ensure their DODAAC is correct. 
2) Permit checkout to proceed based on user-provided 
DODAAC. 

62766 
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Capability Description Reference ID 
Order Processing Updated logic after clicking the Re-Order button user will 

be taken to a checkout page for that specific order trying to 
Re-Order, not the checkout page for whatever the current 
cart was. 

18509 

Tools Fixed exception that occurs when attempting to export 
Weapon Support System query results from DLA Orders. 

72114 

Tools Updated logic to correct behavior for each YRZ to 
immediately follow the A3E with which it was entered. 

71665 

Tools Updated the NSN input field in DLA Orders to include on 
focus highlighting of the input value in support of 508 
compliance. 

67314 

Tools Added logic that will prevent creating duplicate WS1 
records if an existing WS1 matches specific criteria in the 
FedMall WSSP database and the WSSP database is cleaned 
of duplicate WS1 records. 

50836 

Search/Shopping Logic corrected to retrieve order history when user selects 
“>” or page numbers. 

72218 

Search/Shopping Implemented radio button size consistency throughout the 
Advanced Search capability.   

70695 

Search/Shopping Updated DODAAC Verifier tool to ignore Procurement 
Authority code when determining valid DODAACs. 

70696 

Funds Verification Updated logic to only require funds verification for GCSS-
Army DODAACs only 

70961 

FPDS 
 

Updates to the FPDS-NG Questionnaire User Interface and 
code changes to the data mapping to auto-populate the 
Program/Funding Agency Code and Contracting Office Code 
from the buyer’s FedMall profile information. 

63787 

Shopping Carts Configuration change was made to allow for 20k items to 
be ordered in a single order for all items. 

71670 

 

1.4    Updates to Supplier Portal (Vendors)  

This software release includes updates to the following capabilities: 

Capability Description Reference ID 
Account 
Management 

Require existing users to acknowledge the LTA and/or 
Marketplace Supplier Agreements when new/revised 
versions of the agreements are posted or re-acknowledge 
as applicable.  Allow users to acknowledge (i.e. check or 
uncheck) the revised agreement(s) only after viewing the 
full text of the agreement (i.e. scrolling to the bottom of 
the webpage).  User are NOT allowed to add/update 
existing contracts or catalogs if the revised agreement(s) 
are unacknowledged (i.e. unchecked) and submit 
acknowledgement until all agreements listed are read and 
checked. 

72116 
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Capability Description Reference ID 
Order Processing Improve experience with PGP and cXML connection 

assurance by validating uploaded PGP and cXML certificates 
so that only valid certificates can be saved. 

68303 

 

1.5    Supplier Performance Risk System (SPRS)  

This software release includes the following new capability: 

Capability Description Reference ID 
Buyer Feedback Add ability to allow a buyer to enter feedback on a vendor 

as soon as their order is submitted. FedMall will provide a 
1-5 star rating system with 5 stars being the best and a 
comment box that allows for 1,000 characters. Once the 
feedback is provided, the vendor will be sent an email. For 
the first iteration of the review process, customers will not 
be able to rate DLA or GSA. 

52086 

Vendor Rebuttal Add ability to allow the vendor to participate in the rebuttal 
process following the buyer feedback. When the rating is 
final, the buyer star rating is aggregated with other 
customers of the same vendor. The new Supplier FedMall 
Average star-rating will be associated with all items in the 
Supplier's catalog. The record will be retained for three-
years. 

52038 

SPRS Integration Add ability to generate list of active FedMall Suppliers (by 
CAGE) and provide to SPRS to filter to FedMall relevant 
vendors. FedMall will receive item data from SPRS on all 
relevant CAGE catalog items based on Mfr. Part number. 
Data includes Average Price, Upper and Lower Confidence 
Range (Price range), and High Risk codes as applicable.  
FedMall will receive item data from SPRS on all relevant 
NSNs. FedMall will provide a link to SPRS where buyer may 
access additional SPRS supplier rating information. Buyer 
will be required to have a SPRS account.  FedMall will 
provide 'FedMall Rating', 'FedMall Customer Rating', and 
‘Average Price and Upper/Lower Confidence Range’. 

51694 

 

1.6    Cybersecurity  

This software release includes the following new capability: 

Capability Description Reference ID 
User Privacy Compliance issue addressed by turning off auto complete 

for form elements so that previous values will not be saved 
for the next user. 

72612 

 


